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Elections Have 4% Voter Turn-out
By K a th le e n M a rro n
E d it o r - In - C h ie f

Only- four percent
the entire
Grand Valley student body voted in the
Student Senate elections April first and
second
321 students voted for 19
candidates, with six write-in candidates.
(See page 13, Student Senate News
for full election results.)
Only two minority students ran,
Rodrick Wells who is Black and Juan
Aguirre, who is Hispanic.
Low student awareness is cited as
the cause of the miniscule turn-out.
Candidates were responsible for their
own campaigns.
Advertisements,
which were not abundant, were
allowed except within 100 feet of the

poll at the Kirkhof information desk
Students become senators for a
variety of reasons "It's a way to get
involved in campus life,” said Senator
Lenny Overmyer. Former Senate
President Rob Pattison said, "I want to
make a difference in the quality of
student life."
The purpose of the Student Senate
is stated in The Preamble of the
Student Senate Constitution: "We, the
students of GVSC [are]determined to
ensure the conveyance of the student
voice to the administration and the
Board of C ontrol in m atters of
institutional policies; to promote the
welfare and progress of the college
community and enforce our rights and

uphold our responsibilities; . . . to
provide for discussion, investigation,
and expedient resolution of student
problems, concerns, and ideas, and
execution of these desires through an
open co m m unication of student
opinion; and to provide the leadership
necessary to make the role of the
student rewarding and meaningful;...."
"If there's something that needs to
be done, if there's something a student
doesn’t like about the system, a
pressing issue, just grab a senator,"
said Pattison. "Problems just don't fall
into our laps, students have to tell us.”
Some of the problems and projects
addressed by this year's senate were;
a d a p tin g
the
com m ons
fo r

handicapped students, devising a
system to notify com m uters of
cancelled classes and the approval of
"The Laker ” statue that will be placed
bv the fieldhouse.
The student budget for next year
will be $90,000.
Part of the Senate
role is to allocate this money It will fund
student organizations, activities,
operational expenses and seek to
improve the quality of life both in and
around the GVSC community
The Student Senate has only five
paid positions: President, Executive
Assistant, Vice President of Finance
(T rea su re r), Vice President of
Community Affairs, and the Vice
See page 15, Senate

C onfusion P ersists O ver S m oking P olicy
4

By D an T y lm a n
N e w s E d ito r

changes would have to be made to
provide adequate ventilation for the

On January 1, 1987 GVSC
adopted a new smoking policy
designed to comply with the state
laws concerning smoking in public
places The law has been in effect
for 41/2 months and there is still a
great deal of confusion over the
policy
Voluntary compliance is the only
way to monitor this issue, and so far
people have been trying to comply
but they are often unsure where the
smoking areas are Support from the
staff here at GVSC has been fair
While walking through Lake Superior
Hall I was looking at the office hours
of the Professors to see if they had
designated any of their hours as
non smoking
Very few had any
such thing and one even went as far
as to say that it "is my office and i a ii
smoke in here if l want to and you
can too "
Professor Carl Bajema cl the
Biology department was one of the
most outspoken proponents of the

smok mg laws W hen t hey w e r
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areas that are designated for
smoker’s, Bajema agreed, and said
that,"I know the money does not
grow on trees " When I asked him
where the money would come from
for the structural changes, he
laughed and said that."perhaps we
should tax the smokers "
Because the buildings don't
prcmde proper ventilation Baiema
feels that smoking should be
prohibited indoors
The Grand Rapids Public School
System recently prohibited smoking
in a few of their buildings because
their was inadequate ventilation The
union for the teachers has filed a
grievance but Bajema feels that the
School System is doing the right thing
because they are complying a *h
UW
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Lansing

- Gov. James J.
Blanchard has been pushing for a
reduction in the state income tax
rate, from 4.6 to 4.4 percent, but
-Treasurer Robert A. Bowman
indicated for the first time last week
that the administration is willing to
bend on the issue.
D etro it - Edison on Sunday
shut down its troubled Fermi II
nuclear reactor near Monroe, after a
small amount of radioactive steam
leaked from a valve in the contained
area, a spokesman said.
No workers were exposed to the
steam and the plant was shut down
about 5 p.m., said spokesman Dan
Vecchinoni.
Pontiac - Beleaguered Pontiac
Silverdome officials have asked
Oakland County the finacially
strapped stadium.
Continuing money problems
have plagued the 80,600 seat
staduim since it opened in 1975.
Pontiac taxpayers are facing a
projected $ 5 0 0 ,0 0 0 operating
deficit this year.

Slate Rep. Kenneth Sikkema
said Monday he will seek legislation
to curb a "loophole" he fears would
allow co-generation projects like
Kent
C o u n ty's
mass
burn
incinerator to face perpetual
challenges by outside groups.
A 40-year-old city transportation
department employee was arrested
Sunday for allegedly pilfering
change from parking meters.
The suspect, who has worked
for the city for 17 years, was
arrested around 9 p.m.

f°r Chapter 11
Compiled by Laura Robinson

NATIONAL
N ew York - Texaco, Inc., the
nation's third-largest oil company,
stunned the corporate world by
filing for bankruptcy protection
Sunday.
Texaco did so, firm president
James Kinnear said, because
Pennzoil Co. refused to agree to a
"reasonable" settlement of their
$10.3-billion legal battle over Getty
Oil Co.
Texaco is the largest U.S.
company ever to file for bankruptcy
protection.
N ew York - Joseph Heller,
whose madcap "Catch-22" evolved
from a cult classic to a worldwide
best seller, has signed to write a
sequel. Before that, however, he
will deliver another novel for which
he has already completed the first
draft.

INTERNATIONAL
Cape Town, South Africa South Arrican President P.W. Botha
angrily a said Sunday that there will
"never" be black majority rule or a
black head of state in South Africa.
The president of South Africa's
white minority government invoked
the Bible in defending apartheid,
the
s ta te
policy
of
racial
discrimination.

Kalkilya, Israeli - Opcupied
West Bank - Jewish settlers went on
a rampage in this mainly Arab town
Sunday, rioting in anger over a
firebombing that killed an Israeli
woman and wounded five people.
By nightfall, Israeli troops had
cordoned off Kalkilya to block
further outbursts. But Arab-lsraeli
clashes broke out elsewhere in the
West Bank.

ATTENTION

Nursing
School
Accredited

Dan Tylman
News Editor
As we have been advertising for
the past 4 weeks there are positions
open for every aspect of the
newspaper. We here at the Lanthom
believe that what we do is worthwhile
and deserves a close look. I know
many people are hesitant to apply
because they have no experience, or
they don't no where the Lanthorn is.
First of all I would like to dispel the
myth that you need experience to
work at the newspaper. Many of the
people who work here have no
previous experience. This is a place
for you to learn, and to make
mistakes. As the old saying goes,"it is
better to try and fail, than to not have
tried at all."
We are looking for people who
have good writing skills and are willing
to learn. You will not be paid a King's
ransom for your work, but much of the
satisfaction you will gain will be from
knowing that you have done
something to benefit the student
body.
There are very few things as
satisfying as knowing that you as an
individual can make a difference in the

The Kirkhof School of Nursing has
been
g r a n te d
c o n tin u in g
accreditation of the B.S.N. program
and initial accreditation of the M.S.N.
program by the National League for
Nursing. Accreditation w?s granted
to both programs for the full eight
years.
The faculty expresses appreciation
to the campus units that provided
support
and
a s sistan c e
in
preparation for the accreditation
review.

Campus
Police
Seek Help
By Darren J. Gibson
News Staff

Campus-lJbHCB~-qeed your help in
solving a theft on campys On April 4, a
computer, disk drive, and an IBM color
m onitor were stolen from the
Psychology Suite in Mackinac Hall
Police believe a key was used to gain
access Anyone with any information is
encouraged to report it to campus
police at extension 3255
This
information will be kept confidential
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quality of life at your college The
more people we have working for us
the better we can make it for the rest
of the student body, as well as
ourselves
We all hope that we will see many
applications for employment to our
paper
We look forward to seeing
many of you next year

Peppino's Pizza

4 FINE STORES TO BETTER
HELP YOU

10 inch Pi zza
3 ter "S
4 .3 0 ,5 '

895-4308
Free Delivery on Campus

MON-THUR 4.30 P M. ■ 1 A.M
FRI -SAT 4 30 P M - 2 A.M
kSK ABOUT o u r DELIVERY SER.

1 Monroe Mall N.W.
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The College is planning on eliminating reading days before exams
beginning next year. Do you think this is a good idea?

D e b b ie V a n D u e s e n
A lum n i, Art
"The school should keep
the study days in. I think they
are very important.”

Ju lie W ib ert
S en io r, English
"I wish they wouldn’t do
away with them. I get a lot of
work done on reading days.”

Dear Editor,
I am replying to an opinion in the
Waves sections of the April Fools
Lanthorn. A student wrote about the
Black campus situation as he saw it.
The article was very misinformed and
not thought out well. He, the writer,

commented about two unqualified
Black counselors. First, there aren't
two Black counselors at Grand Valley so
I must assume he meant faculty
advisors. If so, what point is made by
saying two Black faculty could not help
him with his problems as a White
student? If one faculty member could
identify with, and solve each student's
problems, we would only need one
campus counselor
Clearly he was
trying to state a point, but it has no
basis
I may go to seven white
counselors and they might not be able
to help me as a Black student, but that
doesn't mean they are unqualified
Second, for a junior at Grand Valley
this student showed large deficiencies
in understanding the American social
e c o n o m ic
s itu a tio n ,
in s te a d
ethnocentrism took place of reason
Blacks to not have access to the type of
educational institutions that most
Whites do I am not saying this is true
in all cases, but it is the trend Many
Black students at Grand Valley are the
first generation of college students in
their family Generally Blacks have a
harder time with unity and bonding at
Grand Valley This college has many
racial problems and discriminating
policies which lend directly to low Black
retention and achievement rates So to
answer your question. YES, a Black
with a 3 0 has worked as hard and
overcame more, on the average, than a
White with a 3 5
Third, I don't like being referred to as
"these" people, the word is Blacks,
and that is spelled with a capital B We
as Black students have a legitimate
right to counselors, programs, and
scholarships tailored to our needs and
problems
If you think we don't try

C o lleen Gunn
S o p h o m o re , C rim inal
J u s tic e
”1 think it's a bad idea
because study days are
useful for students who have
more than one exam in a
day."

attending an all Black college like
Grambling and see if you begin to
experience the bonding and unity
problems many Blacks suffer here.
I am not giving excuses for Black
performance, because much of it is
good. Instead I blame the lack of
understanding Black problems by this
institution. The article may have been
written by one student, but I believe
that many students have the same
misconceptions, and not just about
Blacks. Don’t tall into the racial trap,
take a class geared towards minority
problems; speak with representatives
of different minority groups. We must
live and work together because if we
don't prejudice will continue to grow at
Grand Valley.

Thank you
Stephen B. Cooper
Dear Lanthorn,

Ordinarily, the news sections of your
newspaper are well done You report
the facts in a relatively unbiased way.
and seem to give a fair representation
of events as they happened However,
your April 8th issue insults your
readers
The previous week. The Lanthorn
reported that the ''Safe Sex" dance was
to be held that Friday You did well to
put the words "safe sex" in quotes
since extra-marital sex is far from safe
First, extra-marital sex isn't physically
safe
Besides 30-some different
venereal diseases in circulation today,
there's AIDS, which is 100% terminal
You get AIDS, you die
Period
Condom or not
Second extra marital sex isn't
emotionally safe It causes peopie to
pass on AIDS to others before they
themselves find out they're carriers
How would any civilized person
respond emotionally to that7 It's not
emotionally safe because it plants
seeds of mistrust ("My spouse did it
with me before we married, what keeps
him/her faithful to me now7") Also it
can make people bitter as they come to
realize they have not been loved, but
have been used for someone else's
gratification Much of the reason why
sex is special is because it’s shared with
only one other person
Third, extra-marital sex isn't spiritually

Compiled by Karen Wood
Photos by Arthur Radiicki

Frank Edw ards
Fresh m an , A d vertisin g
"I think it's important to
have study tim e before
exams, especially if students
are preparing for more than
one exam."

safe. God hasn't changed since He
inspired Hebrews 13:4 - "Marriage is
honorable in all, and the bed undefiled:
but whoremongers and adulterers God
will judge.”
God gives us His
commandments for qul benefit and
protection, not His (Deuteronomy
10:12-13, Jeremiah 29:11). Obeying
God's comandments protects us from
those who would lie to us by telling us
that extra-marital sex can be safe.
Extra-marital sex canKUJ you, condom or
not.
Although there are ways of reducing
one's risk of getting AIDS (like the

condoms mentioned in the April 1
article), there is only o n e way of
e lim i n a t in g
the risk (norm al
circumstances). That is to remain
celebate until marriage, marry someone
else who has done the same, and then
be faithful to that person in a lifelong
monogamous relationship Unrealistic7
Baloney. I was a virgin when I married at
age 28 (even after having spent six
years in the military) It was worth the
wait

Joe M orford
S e n io r, A d vertisin g
"The extra days may be
conducive to studying, or
they may not, but they are
useful. It is stupid that the
college would do that. The
study days should be an act
of good will on their part."

To refrain till marriage. This is the only
safe sex (no quotes there). And it's
worth the wait.
So much for the positive aspect of
The Lanthorn's coverage of the event
Your April 8th headline announced
'"Safe Sex' Dance Misjudged." In that
article, the media is accused of blowing
the whole event out of proportion. The
Lanthorn .reports that, "the intent of the
dande was to address the Immediate
health threat posed by AIDS," and the
the "most important in this issue" was
the benign intent of the media. By

doing so, The Lanthorn has diverted
attention from the real issue: the
theme of the event was "When You're
Fooling Around, Make It Safe"
(Lanthorn Vol. 21 Issue 26 pg. 8). Free
condoms were available at the dance
(Lan tho rn Vol. 21 Issue 27 pg. 1)
(What could (hgv have been for7) And
somehow the event was intended to
promote the safety and protection of
See Waves pg 15
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Jazzu EventsTo Be
Held
By Frank J. Maio
Cam pus Life W riter
Are you tired of Top 40? Does it
seem hollow to you? Next week you
will have a chance to escape from Top
40 banality into a different musical
plane, Jazz. As I had written on the
night club series featuring The Grand
Valley State College Studio Jazz
Orchestra, this group demonstrates
ju s t
how
e rro n e o u s
th e
misunderstandings about Jazz are. It
does not have to be Lawrence Welk or
the Avant Guard. Jazz is a special
musical language that expresses the
complete gamut of human experience,
and all you have to do to share that
experience is be there and open your
mind.
For those of you interested, there
are two highly anticipated Jazz events
happening at Grand Valley next week.
The first is the return of the Jazz
Orchestra
The Orchestra will be
performing Tuesday, April 21st at the
C alder Fine Arts C en ter Louis
Armstrong Theatre. Admission is only
one dollar. The other event is the
GVSC Jazz Performance Day, featuring
high school players,
The Jazz
Orchestra and highly acclaim ed
professionals, the Marcus Belgrave
Quintet.
Admission is free and
everyone is welcome at all events.
The first event featuring The Jazz
Orchestra is the last performance of an
exhaustive two day eight show tour
across northern Michigan to recruit for
the music department.
The Jazz
Orchestra will pe playing selections

from Count Basie, Stan Kenton and a
Jazz Funk piece called "Return of the
- Diver" by Matt Harris. Scott Hanley of
W GVC-FM will sing two numbers with
the group as well.
If The Jazz Orchestra was fine a
month ago, with a month more of
rehearsal they should be superlative.
This will be an excellent opportunity to
hear the Jazz Orchestra at the height of
their musical skill of this year. After all of
the hard work they put into the music
department, the least we can do is hear
them play.
The
second
event
is Jazz
Perfomance Day. It happens on Friday,
April 24th and features event
throughout the day. The agenda is as
follows. From 9:00 AM till 11:30 AM
area high school players will be
appearing at the Louis Armstrong
Theatre. At noon The Jazz Orchestra
will play at the K.C. till 1:00 PM. From
1:30 till 3:30 more high school players
will be featured at the Louis Armstrong
Theatre. At 4:00 PM the grand finale,
The Marcus Belgrave Quintet. The
Quintet consists of Marcus Belgrave on
trum pet and flugel horn, Harold
McKinney on piano, James Carter on
sax, Tim Froncek on drums and Jeff
Beavan on bass. The Quintet has
performed with some of the biggest
names in Jazz. Marcus Belgrave has
played with the legendary Dizzy
G ille s p ie
and
has
reco rd ed
professionally in New York.

constantly being exposed to Grand
Valley we probably would not have a
music department."
Perhaps one of the reasons for the
erroneous misunderstandings about
Jazz is that most people have never
had the chance to hear masters live in
action. Now is your chance, don't miss
it!

Band which Grand Valley's professor
Dan Kovats was director. He is eager to
have them perform at Grand Valley.
’They’ll knock your ears off!”
Why a Jazz Performance Day? Mainly
to revitalize the music department.
"The students that come here and play
are our future," says Professor Kovats.
"W ithout high school students

Most of the members of the Quintet
were a part of the Blue Lake Monster

Lunchbreak Is
Closing Out Season
the choreographers brother who was
serving in a combat zone. The music
was by the Talking Heads, "Toward a
Thursday, April 2nd featured Dance Greater Place" involved synthesized
Kaleidoscope, a very energetic modern music and the use of pole props
"Beat" an "all fun" dance was
dance company from Indianapolis.
by
e c c e n tric
The dancers at Butler University in c h o re o g ra p h e d
Indiana felt they did not fit the "ballet avant-garde Mark Dendy without music
mode" so they chose to express The company strives to produce the
the m se lve s
throu g h jazz
and best in contemporary dance works
contemporary dance
The dance
The next performance will be the
company was founded in 1972 as an GVSC Faculty String Quartet on Friday,
educational perform ance group
April 17 The last performance for the
O riginally perform ing for young sem ester will be the Ohio State
audiences in schools throughout U niversity Dance Com pany on
Indiana, they have performed in New Thursday, April 21.
York, and will be performing at the Pan
The Lunch Break Series programs
Am Games to be held in Indianapolis are held in the Louis Armstrong
this summer
Theatre, 118 CFA, from 12 noon-12:50
The works performed by Dance p m
The program s are highly
Kaleidescope included "Innostress"
professional quality and are free of
choreographed to reflect anxiety for charge
By Angelia Groom
Cam pus Life W riter
The Lunch Break Series held on

F i n a n c i a l A i d A vailable
And H i g h S c h o o l S t u d e n t s
Students in need of supplemental
financial aid for college were urged
today to write for a free copy of "How to
Play Grantsmanship". distributed by
The Scholarship Bank Additionally,
each booklet will be accompanied by
an application for a five hundred dollar
scholarship

According to the director of this
nationwide non-profit foundation, over
half a billion dollars is available to high
school and college students, and in
many cases can cover up to twenty-five
percent of a student's academic year
expenses
These funds are
contributed by corporations, trade

College

civic and non-profit foundations and
are normally awarded on non-traditional
basis such as academ ic merit,
anticipated college major, geographic
preferences, and even on the
student's ability to consider a special
research project or entering a contest
Parental factors such as union.

employer or past military experience
are also considered by some donors
The Scholarship Bank works wim
financial aids offices in high schools
and colleges around the country t;
distribute information on the o . c
See Aid p.7—-----------------------------------
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Some are calling it the fight of the my disappointment, never happened
In fact , at the Post-fight press
decade, the century even. I think it was
fixed.
W hatever the verdict, the conference, neither fighter showed
Marvelous Marvin Hagler - Sugar Ray signs of major scratches or br^ses.
Whatever happened to the "Thrilla
Leonard fight was a true spectacle.
Home Box Office televised "World Manilla," the fights that took everything
War III" last Saturday, allowing the from the boxes, left one with a
public to decide for itself if indeed championship belt, one with a loss of
Leonard had beaten the champ pride and both with an array of scars,
bruises and bloodstains?
decisevly.
Maybe I was wrong, but I thought a
What I witnesses was a gross
injustice being done to a true boxer had to beat a champion
This
champion, an excellent fighter and a convincingly to dethrone him.
man who had not lost fight since I can was a close fight . It shouldn't have
been, but it was.
remember.
I can't see how a judge could give
Perhaps it was time for a changing of
the guard, but it should've occurred Leonard the decision by eight points.
because Leonard deserved it. He If they did not give Hagler the decision
received points for merely going the it should've been a draw, this Hagler
distance, for bulking up enought to would have retained his crown.
The quesion of record is “Who will
look like a true middle weight fighter
and because Hagler failed to crush his Leonard fight next" if indeed he does
decide to give it another go. My guess
skull as promised.

Leonard did not look like the "Sugar
Ray " of old The hand speed was
there but the excess bulk he put on
over the years made him look like
Donald C urry ra th e r than the
ex-welterweight who had stopped
boxing greats such as Robertc Duran
and Thomas Hearn
Hagler looked much like the Marvel I
remember, but he failed to be as
"marvelous" as the pre-fight hype lead
us to believe. I anxiously awaited the
knock out, the kind that requires
smelling salts and looked forward to
seeing the cuts above Leonard's eyes
and the blood come gushing from his

mouth and nose, but these events to

Paintings Reflect
Motivation For
Self Improvement
By Amy Klofkorn
Cam pus Life Editor
Hispanic w eek closed with a
banquet, music and dancing. Up and
coming artist Lupe Bias displayed
several pieces of art work at the
Zumberge Library last week.
Bias, in an interview last Friday, said
he wishes to deliver a message to all
Hispanic students. Bias admires them
for being here (at college) and taking it
upon themselves to further their
educations. "It's a lot of sacrifice and
hard work but it's not impossible.
Dreams can come true but you have to
work for them."

Bias should know. He was a migrant
is Hearns or maybeit's just wishful
thinking. I believe Hearns can kick farm worker but in three weeks he wii'
Leonard's teeth because Leonard's
footspread of what allowed him to
survive against the "Hit man" in their
first rival. Leonard did not dispaly much
of a dance routine against Hagler, as
most of movement was in retreat, with
the exception of that thrilling ninth
round .
As for Haglehs next move? I think he
needs a name for a change. He is no
longer "Marvelous" and no longer
middleweight champion of the world.
All he has left is a bald
head and the
memory of Sugar Ray saying, "you beat
me man!”

receive a Bachelor's degree in furniture
design from Kendall School of Art and
Design. "Going to college was a giant
step for me," Bias said. "I dropped out
of high school 18 years ago and
earned my G.E.D. just five years ago."
Bias is very aware of the number of kids
who drop out and don’t pursue
careers. Through his paintings Bias
hopes to motivate and show dropouts
can make it.
Migrant workers provide many of the
inspirations for his work. "Some of my
work comes from my own memories of
being a migrant worker." Bias gets a
personal satisfaction from painting.
"My paintings are the history of a
people, a lifestyle of workers who have
toiled and can make a difference in
their lives."

Job
Opportunities
For
The Foreign and Domestic Teachers
Organization needs teacher applicants
in all fields from Kindergarten through
College to fill over six hundred teacher
vacancies both at home and abroad
Since 1968. our organization has
been finding vacancies and locating
teachers both in foreign countries and
in all fifty states We possess hundreds
of current openings and have all the
information as the scholarships, grants,
and fellowships
Theprlntiple problem with first year
teachers is WHERE TO FIND THE.
Our information > ,ree and comes at
an opportune time when there are
mere teachers than teaching positions

S hould you
wish
a d d itio n a l
information about our organization, you
may write The National Teachers
P la cem en t
A gency
U n ive rsa l
Teachers, Box 5231 Portland Oregon
97208
We do not promise even, graduate m
the field of education a definite
position however we do P'O'i'-o; to
provide them with a wide o n g : of
current vacancy notices bom a; uome
and abroad
200 teachers are needed to till
positions m the Mid west West and
Overseas

( tn ip n n

$5.00 Off
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Tips To Relieve
Test Anxiety

Oldenberg Contest Winners
To Be Announced
Several faculty commitees have
chosen these entries to be the top
three in each category of the
Oldenberg Writing Contest. These
entries will be published in the
upcoming issue of Amaranthus, to be
available in about two weeks.
The order of these listings does not
signify who has won first, second, or
third prizes in each category. The
prizes will be decided by the entire
English Dept, faculty, and will be
announced at the awards presentation
on Thursday , April 23 from 4:00 to
5:00 p.m in 174 Lake Superior Hall.
When the awards are presented,
contestants will read from their winning
entries. From 2:30-3:45 nationally
recognized poet Lemuel Johnson will
read and discuss his poetry. All
students and faculty are invited to
attend both the awards presentation
and Johnson's lecture.
C ategory I: (Freshm an Essay)
Debra Garland, title: Golden Gods

and Iron Men
Carmen Lowe, title: In Defense o f

Helen
Brian G. Smith, title: Opposition To
The A ir Strike On Libya
Category II: (Juniors, Seniors,
Sophom ores)
Shirley Ampulski, title: Galapagos:
The Rebirth o fSlaughter House Five
Thomas Sail, title: The Growth of A
Service Economy
Meryl Spenser, title: Old W.R.
Category III: (Poetry)
Pat Hoeze De Leeuw,
title: A
Daughter-in -Law Watches
David Glicker, title: Buffalo
Carmen Lowe, title: Thought on
Seeing Grant Woods’ American Gothic"
Category IV: (Fiction, Drama)
Rita Amell, title: The Mr. Charles
Summer
Lorraine Hanover, title: Last Draft
Bar
Ann Junko Hiramine, title: Bones
of our Father

AAf Travels To
Competition In
Chicago
By Rodd Monts
Campus Life Writer
Grand Valley's chapter of the
Am erican Advertising Federation
delivered a very creative presentation,
but failed to win one of the top three
places at th eir annual district
competition, held last week in Chicago,
Illinois.
"It's improving. Every year (our
campaign presentation) gets better,"
said Katie Bolinger, a senior and
president of Grand V alley’s AAF
chapter.
S he feeis this year's
presentation went well and that the trip
taught the group a lesson in
preparation.
The event was held at the Chicago
Marriot, and 12 schools representing
Michigan, Illinois, Indiana and Ohio
competed, and awards were given to
the top three.
Ball State University won the
competition.
Illinois Institute of

Technology and Central Michigan
University placed second and third,
respectively.
They received cash
prizes and plaques, while the remaining
schools received certificates.
Most importantly, the contest gave
the students a chance to gain
simulated on-the-job experience. "It
was a learning experience in a
professional type setting," said Lori
Cadaret, AAF treasurer. 'Cadaret, a
senior, said the AAF trip was a good
exam ple of a worthwhile student
project.
Grand Valley's chapter was the
largest of all the schools which
participated, including state rivals, MSU
and CMU. "Last year we had only 12
people. This year we had 18 go on the
trip, so we are growing," said Bolinger
"It was a wonderful experience,"
said Julie Evans, junior. "It will help us
understand how professionals and
clients will act towards us."

Family P an try Deli
OPEN 24 HOURS
411 Wilson N.W. Standale, Mi
(Corner of Lake Michigan Dr. & Wilson)

791-0740

COKE
8 pack
l

2 liter

$ 2 .1 9

bottles

BUSCH &
NATERAL
LIGHT
6 Pack 12.oz can’s

$ 1.99
tax + dep

r

LARGE SELECTION OF PACKAGED LIQUOR
Prices Good Thru Sunday, April 19

1987

By Diana Pace
Director of the Counseling
Center_______________"
It's time for final exams again and
many students are beginning to feel
paralyzed by "test anxiety", and
overwhelming fear of failure on exams.
Actually, a little anxiety is a good
thing. The trick is to keep anxiety at a
manageable level. The right amount of
anxiety can motivate you to study
harder. It can get you to attend classes
when you have been skipping. And it
may even enable you to pay closer
attention once in class. You may find
being anxious enough will motivate you
to seek tutoring for your harder
subjects or to talk to the instructor
about your problem areas in the class.
All of these are the possible benefits
from anxiety and will probasbly lead to
improved exam grades.
Excessive anxiety, however, can be
a problem. It may cause you to feel so
helpless that you "give up" on studying
or seeking help. It may cause you to
have distracting physical symptoms
during exam, e.g. "butterflies" in your
stomach, rapid heart beat, or sweaty
palms. And there is always the dreaded
mental block caused by high anxiety
that prevents recall of answers you
know well.
•W h en
a n x ie ty
becom es
overwhelming, try some of the
following tips on reducing test anxiety:
"Study effectively and review more
than you think is necessary.
? "Overstudying" improves your
confidence which reduces your
anxiety.

* Maintain a normal schedule leading
up to exams. Eat and sleep
regularly.
Don't get overly tired
Avoid any big
changes in your
life.
"Learn good test-taking skills:
- Read all questions first
- Jot down bits of information next to
the questions as you go along.
- Answer easiest questions first.
- Budget your time, don't get stuck.
- Underline key words and know what
they mean (example: "causes",
"compare").
- Make a skeletal outline of you
answer to an essay question before
starting to write the answer.
* Don't let emotion (anxiety) interfere
with logic:
- Recognize you negative,
self-defeating thoughts and counter
them with rational positive thoughts
- Stop "run-away" or catastrophic
thinking such as "I'll never graduate
if I fail this test.".
Learn to relax. During the exam try
closing your eyes, taking a deep
breath and letting it out slowly.
Repeat this technique once, then
return to the test.
- Get support. See a counselor in the
Counseling Center for
anxiey-reduction techniques. Talk
to sympathetic friends and family
members about your fears and
pressures.
You CAN succeed. Let anxiety work
FOR you.

Panel Discussion on "Drugs in the
Workplace" to be held Thursday
A llendale, MI,—
There will be a panel discussion
re g a rd in g
"D ru g s
In
The
W o r k p la c e " held at Grand Valley
State College on Thursday, April 16
from 2-5 p.m. in Room 123 Manitou
Hall.
The event is being sponsored by the
American Society for Personnel
Administrators (ASPA) in honor of their
10th anniversary as a Grand Valley

Student Chapter
Panelists will be
Cecil Williams,
Ph.D, Director of Health and Wellness
at Herman Miller. Inc . Thomas R

Wurst, Attorney at Smith, Haughy, Rice
& Roegge; Thomas Carnegie, District
Executive for the State of Michigan
Department of Civil Rights; William
Timm, Business Agent for the
Teamsters Union; ancf Orel Callahan,
Ph.D, Prevention Coordinator for the
Allegan, Muskegon, Ottawa Substance
Abuse Agency.
Johnine Callahan, Ph.D, the Director
of the School of Health Sciences at
Grand Valley State College will also be
present

The event is open to the student
body, faculty, and the general public

DeBruine Wins Phi Kapp Fellowship
The Grand Valley State College
Chapter of the Honor Society of Phi
Kappa Phi is pleased to announce that
Marinus DeBnjine has been awarded a
Phi Kappa Phi Fellowship Each of the
over 240 chapters of Phi Kappa Phi
may nominate one student in this
nation-wide competition for these
prestigious fellowships
Phi Kappa Phi Fellowships are
offered to outstanding students about
to begin their graduate studies. About
40 such fellowships are granted each
year m the amount of $6,000 each
Marmus DeBrume. a resident of
Holland was elected to Phi Kappa Phi
n the spring of 1986 m recognition for
excellence m his undergraduate record
as an accounting ma]Or
He is a
recipient of the Richard H Giles

Scholarship, which is awarded to a
student who shows promise fc r
outstanding contributions in the field o'
accounting, and he has been on the
dean's list every semester Marinus w 1
begin studies toward the Ph D m
Accounting at Ohio State U nivers’ ,
next fall
Founded in 1897, the Honor S o o e \
of Phi Kappa Phi has initiated over a
quarter of a million scholars
Society encourages excellence amen ;
undergraduate and graduate stude"'
in all of the fields of a cadc"
endeavor A maximum of 5% O
luniors, 10% of the seniors and ’ C
fhe graduate students rece .
degrees during the year are eligible
election The Chapter at Grand . a - ■
State College is m its seventh yeu'
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Aid From p .4 ----------------------------5 ,0 0 0 different program s in its
computer bank. Each student receives
a personalized print-out based on his
or her individual needs.
Each
scholarship has a value of at least one
thousand dollars, and many are

renewable yearly. According to the
director, graduate level grants with
awards in excess of $25,000 are also
available. All applicants receive up to
65 different aid sources.

The Scholarship Bdnk, 4626 N. Grand,
Covina, Ca. 91724.

High school and college students
should send a self-addressed,
stamped business size envelope to

blue avenue
Al£X,Mmy'CCMF
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G. V. S. C. Detroit students say it's not so hard to find a car for college. Photo: Arthur R.

ALLENDALE WOMEN’S
CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE
UNION ASKS...
"DID YOU KNOW?"
Dr. Robert Heath of Tulane
University has theorized that
marijuana doesn't supply the
brain with the basic chemicals
that produce pleasure, but it
stim ulates the release of
chemicals in the brain that do so.
Eventually these chemicals are
used up or lose their strength,
producing drug tolerance, which
means a given amount of a drug
will no longer produce its usual
effect.
sponsored by
Vernon's Hardware

J

THE CHRIST IS IN THE WORLD
A great W orld T eacher (or people of every
religion and no religion.
"Allow me lo show you the way forward
into a simpler life, where no man lacks;
where no two days are alike; where llie
foy of Brotherhood manifests through all men."
For information
Tara Center. P O. Box 6001, N Hollywood. CA 91603
818-785-9311

If You're Tired o f the H igh Cost o f U tilities?

Grand Valley Apartments Has the Solution:
Come Live in NEW Solar Envelope
Buildings
^ A
* Virtually Free Apartment Cooling
*Short Walk to Campus
^Modern Spacious Rooms, Fully Carpeted
Convenient Laundry Facilities
*Large Clean Yard With Fire Pit
*Sunbathing Balconies and Porches
*Brand New Clubhouse
*Apartments for Fall 1987-88 and
for Summer 1987 are still available.
*Come to the new office in the
club house. Don't delay...Rent today!
Fall:

T w o Bed ro om s s ta r ti n g at $674.00 M o n t h ,
i n c l u d i n g U tilities
Summer:
T w o B e d r o o m Rates are $263.00 M o n t h
(3 M o n t h Lease)
Q llic e Hours . A p ril 1-30

9:U0am C ! '.Yarn

2:00pm - 4:00pm

S95-6351

Central
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evening must be given to the
As the show wound down to its final
volunteers on the program board and
moments it was plain to see that this
the numerous sound and light
was not a mere lip sync contest, rather.a
technicians. The sound equipment
combination of dance, fashion and
was from the media services and from
performance art. Either the crowd got
Tom Orzechowski, president of the
tired or the bands were uncompelling,
Media Club'sown company Crystal
because the crowd only
gave
Thunder. The lighting was provided by
screeming approval to the superslick
Odyssey lighting, based out of
modern soul acts such as last years
Standale,which does professional
Michigan Air band champs from Calvin
lighting for such groups as Huey Lewis
College perform ing The Tim e's
and the News.
"777-9311" or ©rand Valley's champion
One just can't help but wonder what
group performing "Word Up."
makes this event so immensely
Evidently the judges liked the popular. Shawn Tortoriello provides a
aforementioned groups the best, the clue, "It's fun to get that much
winners are as follows: fifth; Calvin attention."
Bob Stoll Director of
college's The Time, fourth; Grand Student Activities elaborates, "It's their
Valley's Bangles, a tie for second;
friends up there and all the hype that
CMU's Jessie Johnson Review and goes into it. It's like going to a concert
Grand valley's Cameo, first; CMU's
and seeing seventeen groups in one
Sheila E.
night* Where else can you get that for
A good portion of the credit for the two bucks ?!"

THE LANTHORN'S
DEADLINES
All Personals,
Classifieds,
Display Ads,
and Articles

Friday, Noon

Sports Articles
And All Photos

Monday.Noon
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YOU JUSTGOTTHE
KEYTO YOUR FUTURE.
LET REDEKER FORD
AND FORD CREDIT
HELPYOU GET
THE KEYS TO YOUR NEW CAR.

">N

AM D TXT CH30QUCTE FWCTWOC~

GENE
JACK
WILDER ALBERTSON
Sunday 7p.m. and 9p.m.

CFA/LAT
Students $1.50
Non-students $2.00
Sponsored by the Program Board
Funded by the Student Senate

If You Don’t Know

DIAMONDS

Know Your Jeweler
For special prices on diamonds, watches
ljewelry, visit your nearest

Downtown, Rogers Plaza,
North Kent, and Woodland

The key ingredient in your new car puryou a $400 check after the purchase or lease
chase can be pre-approved credit from
The money is yours whether you finance
Ford Credit and (DEALER NAME) If you
yh LULL( t f
or not
are working on an advanced degree or
0^
The amount of your credit
graduating with a Bachelor s Degree ^
>0 depends on which of these qualified
between October 1 1986 and Sepa
c vehicles you choose
tember 30.1987. you may qualify
Ford cars Escort. Escort EXP
for this special college graduate
^ Tempo Mustang Thunderbird Taurus
purchase program
Ford trucks Aerostar Bronco iI
If you do, you'll receive a $400 cash
Ranger
allowance from Ford Make your best deai
So hury l* a venicle is not m dealer stock
on any qualifying vehicle and use the money
you must order Dy June 1 198 7 and you must
toward your down payment, or Ford will send
taKe delivery of any vehicle bv August 31 198

REDEKER FORD
1401 SOUTH BEACON BLVD.
GRAND HAVEN
842-0600

FORD
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RENT OPTIONS
* AIR CONDITIONED
be cool-don*t melt
* SWIMMING POOL & SUN DECK
A natural tain is best
* PARK LIKE GROUNDS
Relax by our ponds
picnic under the trees

^ove pun Irp <§f?e Stir?
WONDERFUL PRICES ®P^

2.-Bedroom Furnish*£
1- Bedroom Fu'-soi'S'ied
Studi" 6>§rnished

$290.00 Per Month
$230.00 Per Month
$190.00 Per Month

^ C fl0

Deposit Required

$100.00

per person

CAMPUS VIEW
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For more information, call: 616 895-6678

By Trade Schutte
Staff Writer
The Laker Swim Teams gathered on
Friday, April 10, for the Awards
Banquet to commemorate the end of
the successful 1 9 8 6 *8 7 season.
Coach Dewey Newsome began the
ceremony by commenting on some of
the highlights of the season.

The teams were not only successful Lastacy presented Laura Briggs and
in the pool, they also excelled in the Mike Romkema with the Captain’s
classroom. In addition to 15 of the 27 Award. Briggs, a freshman accounting
members of the team achieving a 3.0+ major, holds team records in the 100
GPA, three made the Dean's List and and 200 yard butterfly, the 2 0 0 IM, the
Kari Huizenga was selected as an 200 and 400 Medley Relays , and the
400 freestyle Relay. Romkema is a
Academic All-American.
senior Finance major and holds the 1
Special Awards presented included meter and 3 meter diving records.
the Coach's Award for meritorious and Romkema finished 3rd on both boards
dedicated service, the Captain’s Award at the GLIAC Conference Meet.

Throughout the season the Laker for the most improved athlete and the
men set 31 team records and finished Laker Award for the most valuable
with 8 wins and 4 losses. The women athlete. Coach Newsome presented
finished with 40 new team records and the 1987 Coach's Award to Chi Omega
9-3 dual meet record. Both teams Delta Sorority. For the past 3 seasons
placed second in the GVSC Invitational the sorority has served as timers at
and second in the Florida Sprint Meet. home meets as a community service
The men finished third in the GLIAC project.
Championships and the women sixth at
Captains Michelle Lastacy, Kari
the Indianapolis Invitational.
Huizenga, Marc Wohlfiel and Kevin

records in the 200 and 400 Medley
Relays.
Co-captain Lastacy is a
sophomore education major. She
holds the records in the 200, 500,
100Q, and 1650 yard freestyle events
and is a member of the record holding.
400 freestyle Relay. Kramer, a junior
majoring in marketing, set team records
in the 200, 500, 1000, and 1650 yard
freestyle events and is a member of
both record setting teams in the 400
and 800 yard freestyle Relays. He
finished third in the 1650 and fourth in
the 500 freestyle.
Assistant Coach John Robertson
and manager Karen Campbell were
thanked for their helpful contributions
to the team this past season.
Congratulations to the Laker Swim
Team s for the completion of a
successful season.

The decision of who is to receive the
Laker Award is based on a team vote.
This year the vote ended in a tie for
both women's and men's recipients.
Receiving the award for the women
were Amy Wilcox and Michelle Lastacy
and for the men, Mike Romkema and
Rich Kramer. Wilcox, a sophomore
majoring in special education set

Peterlin Hurdles into First Place
By Rich Reitsma
Staff Writer
The women's track team performed
well at the Grand Valley State Outdoor
Track Invitational. The team placed

fifth, with 52 points, out of nine
schools including Ferris State, Hope,
Michigan Tech., Alma, and Northwood.
Among the high finishers was Jodi
Ruel, who, despite an injury, placed
third in the 100-meter dash with a time

of 13.89. Marie Bobrowski finished
second in the 5000-meter run with a
time of 18:54.31.
The 400-meter relay team of Cindy
Hatt, Trease Perow, Jodi Ruel, and
Mary Fran Peterlin finished first with a
time of 52.59.

Mary Fran Peterlin, "Petie”, also
finished first in the 100-meter hurdles
with a time of 16.13.
This Thursday, the Lady Spikers will
be competeing against the very
strong team from Calvin at 3 5 0 at
Calvin Stadium.

Event/Name

Place

School

Event/Name

School

Place

Lono Jump
Jennifer Seefelt
Lisa Blomers
Vertynda Wilson

Michigan Tech.
Hope
Saginaw Valley

1
2
3

16'6"
16'2"
16V

Jo di R uel

Ferris State
Michigan Tech
GVSC

1
2
3
5

41'
40'5.5"
39'5.5"

800 Meter Run
Penny Bailey
Emily Kloss
Tia Brandis

Shot Pul
Mary Busscher
Laurie Northup
Capone
Jennifer Vasques

Hope
Saginaw Valley
Southwestern Ml
GVSC

Tlme/Dlstance

100 Meter Dash
Laura Peterson
Lisa Allen

Tlme/Dlstance
13.62

,f 1
2

13.70

3

13.89

Ferris State
Ferris State
Alma

1
2
3

2:20.46
2:27.95
2:29.10

Ferris State
Northwood

1

2

Saginaw Valley

3

1:07
1:10.76
1:11.29

Ferrris State
Hope
Saginaw Valley

2

GVSC

4

36'10.5"

5000 Meter Run
Sandra Lake
Marie Bobrowski

Hope
GVSC

1
2

18:54.31

Barb Bancon

Ferris State

3

19:13.88

18:40.52

400 Meter Hurdles
Sheri Jones
Julia Brown
Shelby Elmily
1?QQ Meter Relay

GVSC

1

52 59

Hope
Saginaw Valley

2
3

52 91
53 51

4:07.5
4:20.77
4:23.26
4:24.10

1

3

3 0 0 0 M e te r Run

High Jump
Julane Thayer
Marcia Killiam
Eron Ham

Northwood
Saginaw Valley
Ferris State

1
2
3

5'4"
C.'Am

Javelin
Karen Hoeksta
Ellen Perry
Kris Pulka

Hope
Saginaw Valley
Michigan Tech

1
2
3

125’
122’
1 18'5

1500 Meier Run
Emily Kloss
Karen Kline
Karen Fogus

Ferris State
Ferris State
Michigan Tech

1
2
3

4 50 7 8
4:51 3 3

Laura Myers
Laura Moore

GVSC
GVSC

4
5

5:07.77
5:09.33

:00 Meter Hurdles

Mary Fran Peterlin

GVSC

1

Sherri Jones
Carrie Blake

Ferris State

2

3

3

5'

5 :06.33

16.13
16 49

Jullia Langer
Sandy Lake
Sanchez
Pam Ruppert

Ferris State
Hope
Ferris State
GVSC

.

5

10.54
10-57
11 07
11:26

200 Meter Run
Laura Peterson
Clora Johnson
Karen Wallace

Ferris State
Ferris State
Michigan tech

1
2
3

26 87
27 '2
27 8 '

DISCUS
Laurie Nothop
Anita Capone
Ellen Perry

Saginaw Valley
Southwestern M.ch
Saginaw Valley

2
3

I 32' 10
122' 10
I I 58

TRIPLE JUMP
Jennifer Seefeli
Karen Fogus
Kari LodinsK
Karen Pastunink

Michigan Tech
Michigan lech
Saginaw Valiey
GVSC

lL

1

34 4
33' 1 2
314 ’ 4
29'9 1 3

2
3
6

17.39

FINAL TEAM SCORES

40 C MeterViurdle
Clora Johnson
Jen Clark

Ferns State
Northwooa

Karen Pastunink

GVSC

1
2
6

01 73
1 02 23
1:07.22
1

1
2.
3
4.

Ferris State
Saginaw Valley
Hope
Michigan Tech

147
101

82.5
64

5
6
7
8

GVSC
N.Wood
Alma
S Mich

52
36

23.5
14
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Green Jacket Fits Mize
By Eric C. Nietling
Staff Writer__________________
Larry Mize proved the theory of
homefield advantage last weekend as
he took the Masters Tournament in
sudden death.
A
resident of
Augusta, he found that green is
really--green! As he whipped on his
new green jacket. Not only did he
beat a field of 87 of the most elite
golfers, but he also ended with a 285
three under par score. Tying him with
tournament favorite Greg Norman and
Seve Ballesteros. In sudden death,
Ballesteros was eliminated when he

April

missed a short putt for par. On the
second hole, Mize sank a 40-yard chip
shot for a birdie to ice the victory.
"Here at Augusta, a Cinderella story..."
After the first round, John Cook,
who was playing with a backup set of
clubs, shot a 69 three under par to
take a one shot lead over Mize(70).
Six others w ere tied at 71.
Tournament favorites: Ballesteros,
Tom Kite and Greg Norman were tied
at 73. On day two Curtis Strange
(71-70-141) made five birdies and an
eagle-2 to take a one shot lead into
the clubhouse. Four players: Cook
(73), Mize (72), Corey Pavin (71) and
Roger Maltbie (66) came up one short
of the lead. Maltbies score was the
best of the day.
At that point,
Ballesteros was three shots down with
144. Norman was a distant 147.
Those not surviving the cut included
Bob Tway, Lee Trevino and Arnold
Palmer.

After the third round, Greg Norman
turned things around shooting a 66
bringing him to within one shot of the
lead. The new leaders were Ben
Crenshaw (75-70-67-212) and Roger
Maltbie (76-66-70-212). Ballesteros
and Mize were tied for third with 214.
Curtis Strange held the lead the most
of the day until he found the water on
the 13th and the 15th. But Crenshaw
made the most noise making four
birdies starting from the 12th, and
closed things out with another one on
the 18th. On Sunday, Larry Mize
made his move by shooting a one
under (71). Ballesteros matched that
and Norman hit par to force a
three-way tie. All other third round
leaders shot at least a 74 or above.
Mize won the 51st Masters by beating
the top two non-American golfers in
the wojld. Norman from Australia and
Ballesteros from Spain. Chalk up
another for the Americans!

16-18 Let's Talk
about Girls
23-25 My Dog Bob
30 -May 2 Passion

W ednesday:
It's The Bimini Brothers!

This week come
Dance to:

LET'S TALK
ABOUT GIRLS
Thursday
Come enjoy college
night!
Drafts &re .25y
( 9:00pm-10:00pm )
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Rowing
Team
Opens
Season
By Rich Reitsma
Staff Writer
The Grand Valley State College
Rowing Team opened their spring
season with a very good performance
Saturday, April 11, at the "Head of the
Ted" regatta, hosted by the University
of Notre Dame.

Grand Valley's team was quite large
this season, and they were able to
compete in several events.
The men's varsity 4+ crew, with Rich
Reitsma at bow, Kevin van Houten,
Barney Jacobs, Barry Klien at stroke,
and Jim Harthorn as coxswain, placed
second, beating out Ohio State,
University of Michigan, Michigan
State, and University of Cincinnati with
a time of 7:42 on an 1800-meter
course.
Even though the women's varsity
eight and the men’s novice eight
crews did not perform as well, they
nevertheless gained a tot of ex
perience in preparation for upcoming
races against many of the same teams.
The men's novice 4+ performed well
for their first race, and took fourth in
their event. However, the weather
turned foul towards the end of the
regatta, and all boats were called off
the water, thus ca nce lling the
women's novice 4+ race, for which
they had been practicing extensively.
Even though the day ended on a
sour note, the team performed very
well over all. The crews now know
where they stand in relation to their
l powerful com petitors from Notre
Dame, Purdue, and U of M. The
teams will now be concentrating their
efforts to prepare for the University of
Michigan regatta this Saturday, April
18 in Ann Arbor, where they hope to
perform even better
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CONGRATULATIONS NEW SENATR!

On Thursday, April 8th the newly elected Student
Senate voted in the officers for the 87/88 term. The
following list of the 87/88 Student Senate is for your
use. If you have concerns about campus, be it social
or academic, contact one of these people. YOU CAN
MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

CandyCowling
RobPattison
TimothyHondorp
EllenW
han
RichardJewell
JuanAguirre
PattyBraun
Thomas Frigge
ThomasGilson
David Groh
Michael Gross
DanHaggar
Gil Hough
Kelly Israles
DavidLeClerc

President
Exec. Assistant
VicePres, ofFinance
VicePres, ofCommunityAffairs
VicePres, ofAppointment
895-6921
457-0039
895-7998
895-6933
874-6768
538-8472
895-7721
895-7721
895-7335
895-4115

GregMaher
RobMirque
Lenny Overmyer
Rodrick Wells
George Zielke
Mike Overway
George Bosanic
Byron Aidrink
James Cox
Marc Wohlfeil

895-6449
457-0822
895-7804
895-6967
363-2943
895-7429
453-5959
896-5231
895-6954
895-4109
896-9971
895-5345
895-5179
895-6990
895-^50

PRESIDENTIAL BALT,

Just a reminder that tickets
are on sale and going fast
for the Presidential Ball.
The Presidential Ball is GVSC
first annual formal.
The Student Senate supports the efforts
of the Presidential Ball Committee
to give you
AN EVENING ON THE TOWN.
The event will take place Saturday,
April 25th at 6:00 p.m.
in the Kirkhof Center.
Get your tickets at the
Kirkhof Center Info Desk NOW!

CAMPUS VIEW APARTMENTS
fea tu res:
Largest apartments on or near campus
Totally new kitchens in many apartments
Air Conditioned; Lighted Parking next to your apartment
(New Parking lot to be completed this summer)
Tastefully furnished; Fully Carpeted; Balconies or Patios
Laundry Rooms in each building; Beautifully landscaped with
water, and over 37 varieties of trees and shrubs;
Carefully maintained (Same day maintenance if possible);
Enclosed heated swimming pool; Billiard tables; Social area.
METERED UTILITIES:
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You pay fo r only what you yourself use.
You do not pay for usuage when you are on break.
You do not pay for careless usage by others.
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2 bedroom furnished apartment

Do not be misled. The tenant always pays for
utilities either directly or indirectly.
Wouldn't you rather control this expense
yourself ?
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Stop by at our office or call for prices . 1 bedroom furnished apartment
We offer many options in 2BR, 1BR or Studio Apartments.
Office open M-F , 1 - 5pm
5% DISCOUNT for total payment in advance
^
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Villemure Lands "Fabulous Four"
By Rodrick W ells
Sports E d ito r
I have to admit coach Tom Villemure
knows what he is looking for as he
recruited four players ranging in height
6-4 to 6-6. Ed Finch 6-5, Steve Van
Oss, Steve Harvey and Shawn O'Mara
are all top notch scorers.
The
quadruplet's have a combined scoring
average of 23 points and 11 rebounds
a game. The 15 year Laker coach
added a lot of scoring punch to his
lineup

Finch, a 6-4 forward from Kalamazoo
Valley Community College led the
Cougars to a 30-6 record, the Michigan
C o m m u n ity
C o lle g e
A th le tic
Association W estern Conference
championship and the state junior
college title with a 21.9 scoring
average.
He attended Kalamazoo
Christian before enrolling at Kalamazoo
Valley. Connecting on 53 percent of
his shots, Finch is an excellent outside
shooter. Besides leading the team in
rebounds with a 9.4 rebounding pace,
he also led the Cougars in three-point

attempts.
Steve Harvey a 6-4, guard/forward
will provide Lakers fans with plenty of
thriljs. Harvey was named to all four
class C all-state teams and was named
captain of the Free Press all-state team.
His high school Centerline St.Clement
was the Catholic league runnerup as he
captained the all-catholic team. Harvey
averaged 23 points a game and 10
robounds and shot 86 percent from the
freethrow stripe. "He’s a tough kid a
real competitor," commented coach
Villemure.

Shawn O'Mara from Lake Odessa
Lakewood averaged 24 points and
10.8 rebounds.
The 6'5 leaper
grabbed a school record 25 rebounds
in one game. He was named first team
all-state class B by the UPI. O'Mara was
named to the Lansing "Fabulous Five"
and set a school record with 610
points.
Coach Villemure also signed Steve
Van Oss earlier this fall. Van Oss a 6 '6
center averaged 23 points, 13
rebounds and three blocked shots for
Holland high school.

GVSC Signs
Three Recruits
By Rodrick W ells
S po rts E d ito r

Coach Pat Baker has added scoring
punch and height to her Lady Laker
basketball squad, with the signing of
Carrie Dillon (5'11), Suzanne Flynn
(6'1) and Sheilli Nemeth (5-8).
Dillon prepped at McGregor high
school in Chatham, Ontario where she
averaged 22 points a game, 15
rebounds and 4 3 steals. She led
McGregor to a 33-4 record and was the
most va lu a b le p la y e r in fo u r
tournaments. Dillon scored 30 points
in one half and is known as an intense
competitor.
Sue Flynn from Southgate Aquinas
high school averaged 14 points and 11
re bounds for the Raiders. The 6‘1
center was named to the Free Press
honorable mention all-state team She

averaged 17 points in the state
tournament leading her team to a
regional title. "She had been a good
scorer for us all season long, but she
has really taken charge during the
tournament. She is blocking shots and
grabbing big rebounds for us,”
commented/\quinascoach Gloria Soluk
in a Detroit Free Press interview.
Shelli Nemeth is a guard from
Potterville high school. Nemeth was
first team All-State class D in both 1985
and 1986. She was named "player of
the week" for WILX TV and and was a
candidate for "Miss Basketball". Being
a versatile athelete Nemeth received
all-state honors in volleyball and track.
Nemeth carries a 3.7 gpa.
Coach Baker anticipates great things
out these recruits. The Lakers have all
of their starters returning and are
anticipating a good season

White Lustrhun Rings

ON SALE!
Coach lorn Bech instructs Lakers in their spmg Prills Jhe L ahers are preparing tor
their spring game on April 25 The Lakers are looking to find replacements for their
three graduating seniors at the linebacker position The Lakers are stacked at wide
receiver with Artis Shackleford. Frank Miotke . Mike Slaimski. Normon Moss and
Dwayne Gomillion The Lakers offense will be led by Ray Buckner and Guy Schuler
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the individual (strike one), the image of
our college (will free condoms at
dances make parents want to send
their teens to GVSC? Strike two) and
waSQll intended to promote promiscuity
(what else are condoms for? Strike
three).
The Lanthorn should have the
courage to say that the dance was a
bad idea, and not resort to “smoothing
the whole thing over” as you attempted
in your April 8th issue.
Dan Hobbs

Dear Editor,

In response to Todd Saylor's review
of The Joshua Tree in the April first
issue of The Lanthorn (or was it the
Lantoon?): its content suggests that it
is a product of a misinformed or
apathetic writer. I like to believe that
someone who undertakes the critique
of one of the year's most renowned
albums would take the time to consider
the obvious importance of this release
to the American public (The Joshua
Tree achieved Platinum status in it's
Dear Editor,
first week of release, and remains at the
Before we congratulate ourselves on
top of the charts at this writing).
our openness and maturity, as if we had
However, second-hand information
really accomplished something in
and a minimal acquaintance with the
providing condoms to our children, let
band.
us consider that to do so is to not only
Citing such past "hits" as "Bloody
condone promiscuity but to encourage
Monday Monday", ( I think he meant
it, and to give a false sense of security- "Sunday Bloody Sunday") Saylor
not merely concerning such things as
points out the absence of an
VD and AIDS, but against the wrath of
“uproarious sound" on the U2's new
God.
release. Yet in his assessment of what
The Bible is clear:
he calls ’ Bullet l a The Blue Sky"
1.
Such self-gratification is not
(actually "Bullet The Blue Sky"), he
liberty, but the entering into of God's
refers to the sound of the song as
wrath as He gives us over to the
"relentless heavymetalness." He also
depravity of our lusts. (Rom. 1:24, 26,
notes that with The Joshua Tree. U2
28.)
achieves a continuity that they never
2. Those who practice such things
had before. This idea is particularly
shall not inherit the kingdom of God.
absurd, as anyone who has listened to
(Gal. 5:21.)
The Unforgetable Fire more than once
3. Those who practice such things
will recognize.
are worthy of death. (Rom. 1 :32.)
The song "Mothers of the Lost" is
I would encourage people to study
apparently an exclusive track to Saylors
Rom. 1:16-32 and Gal. 5:17-25 for a
copy of the album. His observations of
fuller understanding.
the song apply more directly to
The responsibility of a parent and a
"Mothers of the Disappeared," which is
te a c h e r
is
not
to
s a n ctio n
included on every copy of The Joshua
licentiousness but to train up in
Tree that I’ve encountered.
righteousness and nurture in love.
The
a d d itio n
of
E d g e 's
There is an alternative to sensuality and
Blues-Flavored guitar pieces and
immorality- - not merely abstinence, but
Bono's accompanying harmonica to
faithfulness to God in Christ. We must
The Joshua Tree is the only evidence
recognize sin as sin rather than as
of the band's change of pace that
normative human behavior. Any other
Saylor refers to in his review. With the
position is ultimately self-destructive.
production talents of Brian Eno, U2 has
Sincerely,
maintained the aesthetically pleasing
Gary Page
sound of 1984's Unforoetable Fire.
To:The few irresponsible Greek Their overall message remains political,
pledges who did not bother to clean up and the earnest emotions in the band's
delivery have not been lost in the
after themselves.
Will you please pick up your garbage post-recording studio work.
S aylor does little more than
surrounding the "rock." It is one thing
to paint the rock, but when you leave recognize the talents and appeal of the
your spray can and trash around it, the Irish band. He seems to rely on a press
whole thing becomes distasteful.
release or a published article for the
Are the Greek members educating contents of his article. If a writer is
the pleddges not to care about the going to spend time and energy on a
environment and to become litterbugs? newspaper review, I think he should be
I think not. This small incident makes
better acquainted with his topic and
the Greek system look bad, and they
relate his insights with a consideration
are not. Most everybody else who
for the reader
paints the rock picks up after
themselves
I hope in the future
Bill Walcott
everybody will do the same
Sincerely
TmRadak

From page 3, Senate
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President of Appointments.
These
o ffic e s
c a rry
the
organizational responsibilities. The
senate votes for the pay rate of the
officers, and, if they're not doing their
job, they can revoke their pay.
Included in regular senate duties
are the numberous committees, boards
Allendale-Grand Valley State College
and task forces. Many of the boards will host a variety of sports camps this
(take note) require student as well as summer. Varsity coaches will be directing
senator m em bership,
like the one week sessions in baseball July 12-17;
Newspaper Advisory Board, which football July 5-10; boy's basketball June
28- July 3; girl's basketball July 19-24;
decides newspaper policy, and hires
softball July 26-31; track July 19-24; and
the editor.
diving, three sessions running from June
The senate affects all aspects of 29- July 17, and wrestling June 21-26.
student life. They have open meetings
For more information or registration
every Thursday at four o'clock in contact the Grand Valley Athletic
Portside, at the Kirkhof Center.
Department, Fieldhouse, College Landing,

Grand Valley
to Host
Sports Camps

Allendale Mich., 49401.
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OP. 2 TICKETS ONLY $2 EACH.
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"BLIND DATE", "ARISTOCATS",
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SUCCESS", "POLICE ACADEMY IV"
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12 pack
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OPEN 7 DAYS

10% ott kegs
with student ID

NEEDED:
2 people to rent a one bedroom
apartment in allendale, for summer.
$l25/m o.
Call after 3:00 p.m.
895-7853._________________________

HORSEBACK RIDING
The Flying Horseshoe Riding Ranch is
open for it's 27th year. New hours;
8:30am until dusk. A.M. Riders
save $2 thru May. Call 795-7119
for group rates twelve or more people.
B artender and Cocktail W aitress:
No experience necessary, will train. We
will work around your classes. Apply:
Branns Of Grandville. 3475 Fairlane
in Grandville.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
for GVSC students with Paragon
Products, Inc. $3,250 minimum/13
weeks summer plus F t Lauderdale trip
in fall. Openings throughout Michigan.
Automobile required.
Excellent
business experience.
For further
information, phone Mr. Grant, person
to person, COLLECT, 517-339-9500.

HELP WANTED
FOR SUMMER & FALL,
APPLY IN PERSON AT GOAL
____________ POST________________

JUNIORS/SENIORS/GRAD
STUDENTS: MANAGE on-campus
MARKETING programs for Fortune
500 Companies. Excellent BUSINESS
o p p o rtu n ity .
C all
Campus
Dimensions, Gene or Michelle,
1-800-592-2121.

WANTED
Women who love needlework (and
making money!) Also - if you need
to
ra ise
m oney
for
your
group/organization I've got a new
answer. Call 866-2556 (after 6pm)

DREAM JOB
Full or part time, $180-200 weekly part
time, very flexible hours, no
investments & no delivery. Call Tina
at 895-6873 or Colleen at 895-7178.

Houses for rent:
Available May 1, Call 895-5155.
B usiness/M arketing M ajors - $8
to start. National Firm expanding into
area. Good Business experience. Work
part during school, full time during
summer. Flexible hours. Call Stacy
M-F, 2:30 - 6:30pm. 361-5594, (For
Interview at Local Office)
Summer Employment Opportunity.
Write CHRISPER 467 Morrow
Kalamazoo MI, 49001_______________

H ospitality Person: Must have a
helpful, outgoing personality. No
experience necessary. Good position for
HTM majors. Apply: Branns Of
Grandville. 3475 Fairlane in Grandville.
NEED SCHOLARSHIP MONEY
Over Four__Billion__Dollars, in
scholarships available each year from
private institutions. Everyone qualifies.
For details send business size stamped
self addressed envelope to: Educare
Enterprises Ltd. 28145 Greenfield,
Southfield, MI 48075.______________

I would like to rent a room in
someone's house or basement For no
more than $100/mo. Must be close to
shopping & bus. Christian family, no
drinking, non-smoker. Connie Gesser
245-5447.______________ ____________
For Sale:
Smith-Corona Typewriter, electric /
correcjotype, 11/2 years old. $100/best
offer, call 895-4793.
Stud Muffin,
Happy Birthday. You're not a teen
anymore. I’ll try to make it the best
one yet.
I love you, Blondie
Dear President Don Lubbers, GV
Maintenence Dept GVSC Office Staff,
GVSC Falculty, GVSC Saga Food
Service, GVSC Students, ARA Food
Service, GVSC Dialogue Worshipping
Community, Saga Employees:
Please accept our appreciation for your
kind expression of sympathy. It will
always be gratefully remembered.
Thank You for your prayers, cards and
gifts of money during our loss.
We Love you all, Jesse and Janie
Contreras.
Tony,
The past five months have been great. I
love you. Come away with me for the
best is yet to be. Here's to our future.
Love, Dawni-baby.
CONGRATS KIM!!!
The tundra awaits.....
Love, Grandpa

GoofyNever forget our "moonlighting" talks.
These have been the greatest three
months; you bring out the laughter in
me.
Love, Teddy
P.S. You do so have an accent!'
Congratulations to the new brothers of
Delta Sigma Pi: Professor Dimkoff,
Byron, Christine, Trev, Jim, Don,
Maureen, Tim, Steve, Tracy, Bonnie,
Nicole, and Deb. Great Job!
Fraternally, Brother Carter
To Lisa, My gift of companionship,
"A wife of noble character who can find?
She is worth far more than rubies"
(proverbs 31:10) I love You!
In his steps, Your Arthur
LambchopI too was wopped by a wallabee, but I
refuse to die. I graciously accept your
invitation to the ball. When will you
pick me up?
Cathy Carter.
CUDDLEBUMPKINSSAVAGE HERE- Sorry your personal
didn't run - we were pressed for space I've been thinking about the
"kissabilities” and it sounds interesting but it would help if I knew who you
are....
ApeboyI love you! Thanks for the last 51/2
months. I can't wait until this summer
- you'll make me into a Hudsonville girl
yet!! (EEK-EEK)
Love, Sloppy Susie
Sam Pallotini,
You really are an angel! Thanks for
Friday night!
Love, Dawn

